
A smooth surface for laminate with a high 
gloss level, especially suited for uni colours and 

premium woodgrain decors.

The warm and silky feel is combined with high 
resistance and anti-fingerprint properties to 

provide a high quality, matt finish.

This ultra-gloss finish is characterised by an 
exceptionally smooth and deep reflective surface.

A smooth, untextured surface, used with white to 
create a paint-like finish.
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A mini-pearl texture, with a medium gloss level. 
This surface is robust, very durable and is best 

used with uni and pearlescent colours.
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Used with uni colours and woodgrains offering a 
very soft and natural feel. This texture follows 
the trend for matt surfaces.

ST10

A highly authentic and realistic texture for 
solid wood and material reproductions.

ST11
Natural Pore - this irregular matt-gloss wood 
pore surface offers a natural appearance. Used 
mainly on classic AK reproductions.

ST15

Used with uni colours and woodgrains offering 
a very soft and natural feel. This texture 
supports the trend for matt surfaces.

ST9
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An irregular distribution of linear pores of various 
depths gives the surface its natural look. A slight 

sub-structure gives a velvet feel to the surface.



This horizontal waveline texture reveals a depth. 
It appears modern and is reminiscent of coated, 
milled solid wood.

A rough plaster look, containing both deep and glossy 
elements. On reproductions of concrete, metal and 

stone it creates a highly authentic finish. It also gives 
uni colours a striking material character.

A deep brushed finish with matt-gloss linear grain. 
This offers a realistic surface for linear woodgrain 

decors, creating depth and intrigue.

This surface stands out with its linear areas. The matt-
gloss effect creates authenticity. The texture aligns 
with the lightly-planked woodgrain decors. Can be 

used with solid colours for a painted wood look.

A popular feature in on-trend furniture design, 
the Metal Brush texture gives a pearlescent and 
metallic décor the look and feel of finely sanded 
metal.
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Designed to replicate painted wood, the 
surface is based on pine with an opaque 
coating. The interplay of linear and pronounced 
sections give the surface a natural look.

A smooth surface with high gloss level, especially 
well-suited to uni colours and premium 
woodgrain decors. 

This texture is characterised by its authentic 
feel. Cracks and knots create the natural look 
and feel of real wood.

ST26
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ST28 - Feelwood Nature

ST27 - Feelwood Elegance
This texture give the impression of a painted oak 

finish. Using a double layer of paper on the 
surface of this board means the texture is 

deeper than other standard woodgrains.

ST29  - Feelwood Ambience

Synchronised pore technology aligns décor and 
texture for both a striking and realistic finish. The 
open grain of the texture creates a sophisticated 

and luxurious feel.
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This synchronised pore texture creates a natural 
look and feel. The worn, vintage appearance of 

the wood décor is enhanced by the synchronised 
surface.

The even surface with a lower gloss level works 
well with fantasy decors, in particular with stone 

and mineral decors.

With its authentic solid wood finish, enhanced 
by the synchronised pore finish, the Halifax Oak 

decor range has a very realistic look and feel.

This surface exhibits a deeply brushed but very 
natural, matt character that gives many different 
types of wood an extremely authentic feel.

A deeply brushed softwood appearance with a 
high value pearl effect thanks to the matt-gloss 
elements, the surface looks like painted solid 
wood when applied to uni colours.

ST32

ST70

ST37 - Feelwood Rift

ST36 - Feelwood Brushed

ST38 - Feelwood Pinegrain
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Ideal for stone, slates and marbles this matt stone 
effect texture creates a modern and realistic 
finish for material decors.

This texture features matt-gloss effects, 
simulating the surface and feel of a ceramic sheet.

ST76 - Matex Rough Matt 

ST87

ST82 - Matex Granite
Perfect for Granite décors, ST82 has a soft stone 

finish. A subtle interplay of gloss and matt is 
combined with this texture to create a soft 

stone effect.

ST89 - Matex Rock

This texture is ideal for worktops, on both 
stones and solid colours the structure of this 

texture creates an open stone finish.
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